Shanghai for young kids

Day 1
Qingpu

The city of Qingpu is located in the region Shanghai of China. Stands out for its
several entertainment places, its buildings of architectural value and monuments,
and its touristic attractions.
Fans of leisure and entertaiment areas have places of interest for tourists like
Happy Valley of Shanghai, Shanghai Chedun Film Park and Thames Town, and
landscape enviroments like Sheshan Forest Park, Leisure Park of Xunmeng Park in
Shanghai and Jinshan City Beach.
Passionates to the architecture and monuments may contemplate places of interest
for tourists like Zhujiajiao Ancient Town, Zhujiajiao Kezhi Garden and Fuxing Bridge,
and cultural places of interest like Square Pagoda, Yueyuanyuan Sculpture Park and
Sheshan Catholic Church.
The true tourist can not miss places of interest for tourists like Shanghai Qibao
Town, Chenshan Botanic Gardens and Shanghai Qingqing Travel World.
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Happy Valley of Shanghai

Happy Valley of Shanghai is an important place of interest for tourists of
Qingpu in Shanghai. Have fun in the theme park.

Shanghai

The city of Shanghai is located in China. Stands out for its several entertainment
places, its buildings of architectural value and monuments, and its museums and
cultural offer.
Fans of leisure and entertaiment areas have a educational point like Mandarin
Garden, places of interest for tourists like Shanghai Circus World, Expo 2010
Shanghai and Shanghai Zoo, landscape enviroments like Pearl of the Orient Cruise
Ship Terminal, Garden of Contentment (Yugarden) and Riverside Promenade
(Bingjiang Da Dao), an aquatic entertaiment place like Changfeng Ocean World, a
sport activities place like Shanghai Great World Amusement Park, arts entertaiment
places like Grand Theatre, Daming Cinema Nanjing West Road Shop and Yaumatei
Theatre, and shoppings like Tian Zi Fang, Qibao Old Street and Famous 1930 style
street Square.
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Passionates to the architecture and monuments may contemplate a health point
like Shanghai Stadium, educational points like Shanghai Library and Chinese
Welfare Association Children's Palace, places of interest for tourists like Shanghai
World Financial Center, Jin Mao Tower and Oriental Pearl Tower (Dongfang Mingzhu)
, cultural places of interest like Shanghai Science and Technology Museum, The
Bund City Sculptures and Lu Xun Memorial and Gravesite, a landscape enviroment
like Bund Valentine Wall, an aquatic entertaiment place like Dragonfly Therapeutic
Retreat, sport activities places like Shanghai Hongkou Football Stadium, Shanghai
Sport School Venues Center and Qi Zhong Stadium, arts entertaiment places like
ERA Acrobats, Stunt Yunfeng and Shanghai Centre Theatre, and a shopping like
Shanghai Shangcheng.
People attracted by museums and the world of culture may see places of interest
for tourists like Liu Haisu Art Museum and Museo de Shanghai, cultural places of
interest like Shanghai Jewish Refugees Museum, Shanghai History Museum and
Shanghai Maglev Museum, and arts entertaiment places like Shanghai Propaganda
Poster Art Centre and Red Town.

Wikipedia
Shanghai is the largest Chinese city by population and the largest city proper by
population in the world. It is one of the four direct-controlled municipalities, with a
population of more than 24 million as of 2013. It is a global financial center, and a
transport hub with the world's busiest container port. Located in the Yangtze River
Delta in East China, Shanghai sits at the mouth of the Yangtze in the middle portion
of the Chinese coast. The municipality borders the provinces of Jiangsu and
Zhejiang to the north, south and west, and is bounded to the east by the East China
Sea.

Garden of Contentment (Yugarden)

Garden of Contentment (Yugarden) is an important landscape enviroment of
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Shanghai. A green enviroment with gardens where you can relax.
It is located in an area with entertainment offer. A few meters away from this
place you will find Jardín Yuyuan, Gucheng Park and Shanghai Dianchun Hall.

Shanghai Circus World

Route from Garden of Contentment (Yugarden) to Shanghai Circus World.

Shanghai Circus World is an important place of interest for tourists of
Shanghai. Have fun in the theme park.
It is located in an area with points of touristic interest, entertainment offer and
buildings of great architectural value and monuments. A few meters away
from this place you will find ERA Acrobats and ERA Acrobats.
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